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The tremendous deveIopment of he Ii ose i smoIogy i π the I ast 

ten years has included extremely important results obtained through 

full disk measurements! both in Doppler shifts and broad band 

photometry. It mas then looking very attractive to try to detect the 

sane kind of small amplitude p-modes on other stars. 

The amplitude of oscillations to be detected are in the 

range of 1 to 50 cm/s In Doppler, or 10"^ to 10"^ magnitude in 

photometry. Periods range from a fee minutes to hours. For this 

purpose, very specialized Instruments are under development or in 

project. I mill describe briefly the main directions of this 

development. 

I mill also describe the first (still controversial) results 

obtained on Procyon, Alpha Centaur! and Epsilon Eridani. 

fit first order, the initial results of asteroseismology mill 

provide tmo important parameters: First the frequency of the 

fundamental mode of vibration of the star, which is an almost direct 

measurement of the stellar radius, and second a small frequency 

splitting between radial and quadrupolar modes, mhich measures the 

sound speed gradient Inside the stellar core. This gradient is 

sensitive to stellar age, by the change of chemical composition 

implied by hydrogen burning along the main sequence life. These too 

parameters are among the main Ingredients of the theory of evolution 

and their precise measurement on the sun can help a calibration of 

their role in the evolutive models. 
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It can now be predicted that vith together Hipparcos and 

asteroseisinology, the precision of the HR diagram vi 11 be improved 

in the near future at a level which vould haue looked impossible not 

so long ago. 

DISCUSSION 

G. CAYREL Have you already estimates the age of α Cen ? You nay 
know that there is a discrepancy between its age as estimated from 
isochrones and its age as estimated from its Li abundance. 

SODERBLOM The age of α Cen is 6 to 8 Gyr (e.g., Plannery and 
Ayres 1978) and for α Cen A its lithium is twice the solar abundance 
( Soderblom and Dravins 1984 ). Although α Cen A is a spectroscopic twin to 
the Sun, these values are compatible because we know this star's mass, 
namely 1.1 1^. Having a thinner convective zone, a star more massive than 
the Sun depletes Li at a slower rate. 
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